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that was trained in Paris, which calls themselves the Red Cam

bodians, this small group has managed to get control. When they

seized Phenm Peng immediately they ordered thousands of people to

leave the city. They went into operation rooms where the people

in the hospitals were in the middle of an operation, and said,

"Get out, get out, immediately." They took them out into the

country -- some estimate as many as 2 million people may have died

from privation and difficulty. Here is the awful === article I just

mention(Jan. 23, 1978) --Land of the Walking dead (says). "The work

day seldom varies. Men women, children are roused at dawn. Sent out

into the fields. After a mid-day rest break they toil on till dark.

No holidays. No days off. The sick must rely on untrained medics

who treat cholera with pepsi-cola and typhoid with coconut milk

A meal is a bowl of thin rice gruel and poomkoax occasionally a

piece f dried fish. It is forbidden to dance, read books, make love

or take part in any philosophical, politcal, or cultural discussions.

Anyone who breaks the rules faces immediate execUtion. The trans

gressor is ususally clubed to death with a pick handle. But in

special cases like those where starving workers were caught
special

canabalizing dead bodies, their is ØX punihsment ==torture.

They are buried in the ground up to their shoulders and beaten to

death, or theirheads are chopped off and jamed on to pointed stakes."

That's what is going on in Cambodia today and who is raising objection

After all it's their sovereignty. They have the sovereignty, and do

what they want. Can a similar group grap control here?

Well, wehave a situation here where the inflation that brought

so much trouble to Germany is growing on us. People argue alot about

what causes inflation. Yet the answer is perfectly simple. If you
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